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Notes o n the Ferrarese court in t h e
later Middle Ages
Court studies have proliferated in recent years, yet, as has been observed,
much that passes for study of the court is nothing of the kind;' and many
of the ideas in circulation regarding courts, despite their frequent assertion, have altogether lacked precise demonstration. Thus the notion that
the court dominated the local economy and society - 'no private fortune
could prosper outside its control' - or the (contrary) claim that the court
was cut off from local society or the various long-term transformations in
the role of the court that are perceived (by some historians) on the basis of
secondary sources of questionable adequacy. *
Two assumptions in particular may easily go unexamined: first, that
the court can be studied as a single phenomenon; and secondly, that it
had, or came to have, a leading role in the myriad activities that it is
claimed to have engaged in. As regards the first, insufficient attention
seems to have been paid to the fact that the court lacked consistency of
membership and activity: it moved around, its personnel changed, it
assembled and dispersed without ever having a fixed corporate identity.
'Court patronage' is often the patronage of specific members of the court.
As regards the second, the problem is that even to identify the court is not
to demonstrate its importance. Recent discussion of this problem as
regards the English royal court in the later Middle Ages has produced
some interesting results.' It is pointed out that people were not courtiers
all the time: they had their own personal or professional status, family interests, property and so on, which would variously affect their behaviour.
Those who worked for the court also had other employers and patrons,
and so-called 'court style' was only the local style of the area where the
court happened to reside. There was little consistency or distinctive identity to the court as cultural patron. If there can be such doubts over the
role of the court in one of its natural homes, among the northern monarchies, should historians of Renaissance Italy use the word so freely?
What follows, while not intended as more than a partial statement,
I am grateful to Dr Philip Jones for his comments on a draft of this paper.
' J. Larner, 'Europe of the courts', J Mod Hist, 55 (1983), 669, 672.
M. Cattini and M. A . Romani, 'Le corti parallele: per una tipologia delle corti padane dal XI11
a1 XVI secolo', in L.a corte e 10 sparto: Ferrara estense, ed. C . Papagno and A. Quondam (Rome,
1982); cf. Larner, 'Courts', 673.
' English Court Culture i n the Later Middle Ages, ed. V . A. Scattergood (London, 1983).
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provides some indications of the place of the court in the signorz'e of northern Italy, those of the Visconti, della Scala, d a Carrara and, especially,
the Este of Ferrara.
If some contemporary observers are to be believed, the court provided
leadership only in vice. Dante, discussing the word cortesia in the Convz'vio (11, X , 7 - 8 ) observed that
common folk should not be deceived by this word into thinking that
courtesy is nothing but largesse, for largesse is a special, not general,
courtesy . . . And because in courts in former times, virtues and good
behaviour were practised (whereas today the opposite is true) the word
was derived from the courts and to say courtesy was as much as to say
the usage of the courts. If today this word was taken from the courts,
especially those of Italy, it would mean nothing other than foulness.
In seeing courtesy as something other than largesse, Dante was not only
aligning it with his concept of nobility of virtue, but also attempting to
preserve the original concept of cortesia as used by the French and Italian
t r o ~ b a d o r s However,
.~
Dante's obvious awareness that the term had commonly come to mean only liberality is amply confirmed in fourteenth-and
fifteenth-century usage (as we shall see). T h e same lament for lost courtly
virtue was made by Boccaccio: he interrupts the story of Ermino Avarizia
(Decameron, I , 8) to deliver an attack on contemporary uominz' d i corte,
'who are better called asses, brought u p in the filth of all the wickedness
of the basest of men, rather than in the courts'. Boccaccio goes on
to claim that such men had used to pacify noble quarrels, negotiate
marriages and alliances and divert and entertain the courts with their
'belli motti e leggiadri', b u ~that now they spread gossip, sow discord,
abuse men in public and debase noble minds through flattery. In both
Dante and Boccaccio there is of course a strong element of the buon t e m p o
antico topos, a way of making idealistic moral points by contrasting a n invented and pure historical past with the sullied present. But disdain for
the contemporary court was common. It was already ancient in Dante's
dayS and is found both in Sacchetti, who makes numerous moralizing
asides on the nature of signori and their u o m i n i d i corte (court entert a i n e r ~ )and
, ~ among the court entertainers themselves: Antonio Beccari
makes the grimly humorous complaint that 'obbedienza di stare a signore'
is worse than the pains of love or toothache, while Francesco di Vannozzo

A . Vallone, La 'cortesia' dui p~ouenralza Dante (Palermo. 1950): A. J. Denomy, 'Courtly love
and courtliness', Speculum, 28 (1953);J. Larner, Italy i n the Age o f D a n t e and Petmrch, 1216-1380
(London, 1980), 93-102.
Larner, 'Courts', 674; E. Levi, Francesco dz Vannorro e la lirica nelle cortilombarde durante la
seconda meta del secolo X I V (Florence, 1908), 164 n. 2. Both refer to the earliest examples of the
genre as English. Cf. C . S. Jaeger, T h e Orzgins of Courtliness (Philadelphia, Pa, 1985), 55, 152-4.
qF.
Sacchetti, I1 trecentonouelle. 4, 6 , 9 , 10, 27, 33, etc.
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which might have a better claim to representing action by the court was
the creation in the 1410s of a princely council, which also had special
jurisdiction in widows' and orphans' cases.48Here, as we shall see, we
would on the surface seem to have involvement by members of the court
and action reaching deep into Ferrarese society. The Este had, of course,
had counsellors for many decades, but the only formal council hitherto
had been a regency council set up for Niccolo 111's minority in the 1390s;
but this had not outlasted Niccolo's coming of age.49After a few years,
however, a permanent council was constituted, with fixed membership,
fixed seating arrangements and delegated judicial powers. In its membership, the council brought together the heads of all the institutions that
had formed around the Este in the course of the fourteenth century and
which formed the 'institutional' court: the secretary and referendario
(from the chancery), the two fattori generali (from the camera or exchequer), the master-chamberlain, the official in charge of armed forces,
the vicar-general (legal counsel) and the Giudice de' Savi (president of the
communal council). In addition, the council included two noblemen
close to Niccolo d'Este and related to him by marriage and two highranking clergymen. 5 0
The need for a formal council, in an age when proper consultation
distinguished the just ruler from the tyrant, hardly needs comment (save
to ponder why it should be created at this particular moment); but why
endow it with specific additional jurisdiction in widows' and orphans'
cases? Part of the answer might be that this represents part of the longdrawn-out transfer of communal functions to the Este administration: the
provision of proxies for those unable to conduct their own business at law
(women, minors, etc.) and the special treatment of their cases had been a
routine function of the commune's legal establishment. Like other
signori, the Este were slowly dismantling the communal institutions that
they had inherited. Widows and orphans were also, however, highly conventional objects of charity. It was formulaic that anyone in a public position should help and protect them; tyranny was commonly described in

'' F. Valenti, 'I consigli di governo presso gli Estensi dalle origini alla devoluzione di Ferrara', in
Studi i n onore d i R. Fz'langzeri (Naples, 1959), 11, 22-3. The only surviving decree regarding the
council (9 Mar. 1425: ASM, Cancelleria, 'Leggi e Decreti', reg. B I V , fol. 116) confirms and expands
its powers. The original constitution presumably fell in the years for which chancery registers are
lacking (1410-18). Already in 1418, the communal council ordered that 'questiones pupillorum et
viduarum vertantur coram consilio domini Marchionis et debeant cognoscere summarie, simpliciter
et de plano': Archivio comunale, Ferrara, Deliberazlbni d e i Dodici Savi, Libro C, fol. 20 (13 Jan.
1418).
' 9 Valenti, 'Consigli', 21; Dean, L a n d and Power, 23.
' U The full list of councillors in 1425: the archbishop of Ravenna (Tommaso Perondoli), Uguccione Contrari, bishop of Cervia (Paolo da Rimini), Bartolomeo Mella, Alberto Sale, Jacopo Zilioli,
Bertolino and Paolo Barbalunga, Guglielmo Avogario, Niccolo da Montegranaro, Gabriele Pendaglia and Alberto Bonacossi; to whom were added Leonello d'Este (1425), Floriano di San Pietro
(1431) and Troilo Boncompagni (1432): ASM, Leggi e decreti, reg. B rv, fol. 116.

